
(Pompton Plains, NJ, September 3, 2020) After years of chrome and stainless steel finishes dominating 
the industry, shades of brass and bronze are warming up interiors everywhere. Architectural hardware 
manufacturer Ashley Norton offers a distinctive lineup of golden-toned finishes that harmonize with 
virtually any style of décor. From the warm luster of Satin Brass to the aged look of Antique Florence, 
the vast array of choices offers designers and architects the flexibility to carry any unique design vision 
throughout the whole home or project.

“Gold tones paired with modern, clean lines add an air of sophistication,” says Ashish Karnani, Vice 
President of Ashley Norton, who explains, “These shades look amazing against both light and dark 
cabinetry finishes while complementing a wide range of paint colors.”  

Ashley Norton’s latest architectural hardware pieces offer new ways to enjoy the beauty of yellow/gold 
metals. Satin Brass finishes, which are available for all door hardware, are a modern update to a classic 
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finish. The Light Bronze Patina adds just the right amount of depth and dimension to the company’s Solid 
Bronze line. The cube-like Bureau Knob in Antiqued Brass offers a rich vintage look. Antique Florence 
lends a rustic feel to the Mystic cabinet hardware collection while Distressed Brass brings a hint of 
“industrial chic” to the Classical Hardware collection. The variety of rich brass and bronze finishes, plus the 
vast array of available products and designs means a truly personalized look throughout the home.   

About Ashley Norton
Established in 1987, Ashley Norton offers a vast collection of handcrafted architectural hardware to suit 
even the most discerning designers and homeowners. Using only the finest art quality Solid Bronze and 
Solid Brass, our highly skilled craftsmen produce each piece in the collection, including interior handlesets, 
entry handlesets, cabinet pull handles, cabinet knobs, appliance and door pulls, bath hardware and 
other home accessories. The resulting one-of-a-kind texture and patina makes each individual element a 
personalized work of art. From contemporary to traditional, the array of designs, finishes, and styles we 
offer allows one to make a cohesive design statement throughout the entire residential, commercial, or 
hospitality project. We’re proud to offer one of the most diverse collections of architectural hardware in the 
industry, always with a focus on environmental responsibility and impeccable customer service. In addition 
to today’s finest homes, our products can be found in Wynn Las Vegas, Wynn Macau, Treasure Island, The 
Bellagio, Beau-Rivage, and The Ritz-Carlton Naples. For more information about Ashley Norton call 1-800-
393-1097 or visit AshleyNorton.com.
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